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Abstract
Different series compensation applications by using the Magnetic Energy Recovery Switch are reviewed.
The Magnetic Energy Recovery Switch is a variable series compensation device characterized by simple
configuration and control as well as a large operating range. Three different applications areas are introduced; Load control, generator power capability improvements and series compensation in transmission
systems. Load control application seems promising for cases where control of the frequency is not a necessity, such as for fluorescent lamps. By using MERS in series with permanent magnet generators can
the output power capability of the generator be increased. At the high power end, MERS is discussed
for use as a series compensator in transmission systems, where the power flow can be controlled and
increased. In summary, the paper suggests a wider use of series compensation in electrical systems.

Introduction
Use of series compensation in electrical systems has a long history with applications in the low voltage
to the high voltage range. In weak distribution grids, series compensation is used as an effective way to
improve the voltage profile during variable loading conditions and also to reduce voltage flicker resulting
from e.g. starting of induction motors. For the transmission systems, the series capacitor has been used
to increase the transmission capacity of long power lines by reducing the equivalent reactance.
The Magnetic Energy Recovery Switch (MERS) has been suggested as a new variable series compensator. With a simple configuration using line frequency switching, low losses and low cost implementation is possible. The purpose of this paper is to review and investigate applications of this new series
compensation configuration. The first part of the paper introduces the MERS and its operation. The
second part describes some possible MERS applications including experimental results. This is followed
by a discussion and a conclusion.

Magnetic Energy Recovery Switch (MERS)
The Magnetic Energy Recovery Switch (MERS) consists of 4 forced commutated switches and a small
dc-capacitor [1]. The configuration is similar to that of a single phase full bridge, but the control is
different and the size of the capacitor is several times smaller. By controlling the path of the current
through the device (Fig. 1), the size of the injected series voltage can be controlled. Examples of
resulting curves are shown in Fig. 2. Three modes of operation are indicated. The not-continuous and
the dc-offset mode results by turning two and two switches on/off in pairs while the active by-pass mode
results when actively by-passing the capacitor for a part of the period by using pattern Fig. 1c. The
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Figure 1: Possible current paths through the MERS when current is going from left to right.
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Figure 2: Example of resulting voltage and current curves when controlling the MERS.

resulting current wave form depends on the application; however, it will always be 90 degrees to the
injected series voltage. Important features of the MERS operation are:
• Line frequency switching, one switch is only turned on and off once during an electrical cycle.
• The size of the capacitive injected series voltage can be varied from zero to rated voltage within
the current rating of the device.
• The series voltage injection capability stays constant even with varying frequency.
• Losses are similar to if the current continuously goes through one diode and one active switch.
• Harmonic distortion changes dependent on control set-point.
• When operated in dc-offset mode, the control of gate signals will automatically control the phase
of the current [2].
Depending on the application, the control will change. Details regarding this are included in the application section.

Series compensation applications using MERS
Load control
With the coming of power electronics and power converters, new load control applications were developed, such as motor drives. The purpose of these power converters is to control the voltage magnitude
and also the applied load frequency. However, in cases where only load voltage control is needed, there
might be potential for using simpler series compensation devices.
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Figure 3: Illustration of load voltage control with MERS. The load voltage can be controlled by controlling the
phase of the current in relation to the connecting grid voltage.

Load control using series compensation is illustrated in Fig. 3. The load voltage can be controlled from
a maximum value to zero. The power factor is reduced for load voltages lower than rated and will be in
the leading area. The load voltage and connecting power factor can not be controlled independently.
The control of the MERS according to the illustrated principle is very simple. A possible implementation
is to identify the zero crossing of the grid side voltage, and vary the gate signals accordingly. Two and
two switches are switched on and off in pairs. By doing this, the direction of the injected voltage phasor
can be controlled [3]. Light intensity control of fluorescent lamps is used in the following to illustrate
the operation of the MERS circuit for load voltage.
Light intensity control of fluorescent lamps is difficult with the use of triacs due to zero current periods. Several electronic ballast configurations exists, however with increased complexity. These solutions
are normally based on high frequency switching and the use of reduced sized magnetic ballast, meaning that existing lamp installations not can be used directly. For reduced power output of fluorescent
lamps(dimming) it has been suggested that the efficiency with normal magnetic ballasts is higher than
that for electronic ballasts [4]. This indicates the feasibility of lamp dimming by controlling the applied
voltage and not the frequency.
MERS is investigated as such a possible solution by using the configuration in Fig. 4. The experimental
results showed that the light intensity could be controlled by using the MERS. Stable light output could
be achieved down to an input power of 50 percent. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 5. Some
observations are:
• Some distortion in the current wave form.
• Power factor is improved for increasing input power.
• The relative losses are reduced for reducing power outputs. Control power of approximately 1W
is not included in the graph.
• The light intensity can be controlled by simple phase-shifting the gate signals according to the
input voltage.
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Figure 4: Configuration of experimental set-up used to study the use of MERS for controlling light intensity of
fluorescent lamps.

Figure 5: Resulting curves when using MERS to control the light intensity of the lamp. Left side shows resulting
curves for two different power outputs. The right side shows variations in power factor and losses as a function of
input power.

Due to the use of line frequency switching and MOSFETs, the gate drive can be simplified and cost
reduced. Photovoltaic output devices (TLP190) were used for the experiments, having relatively slow
but sufficient response for this application.
During start-up of fluorescent lamps, large currents may occur. To protect the MERS device from high
capacitor voltage, the MERS device is by-passed during this period by using current path given in Fig.
1c or Fig. 1d.
The experiments were performed with glow starter type lamps. By using rapid starter type lamps with
initial unity power factor, the resulting power factor and current distortion will also improve. This is
due to the reduced size of the series injected voltage for a given load voltage. The distortion can also be
improved by the selection of capacitor size. A detailed discussion regarding this is beyond the scope of
this paper.

Generator output power improvements
Synchronous generators are characterized by a large synchronous reactance. Due to the resulting voltage
drop across the reactance, the excitation level must be increased when the output power increases. The
MERS has been suggested as a way to increase the maximum output power level for a given field excitation [5][2]. This can be performed by compensating the whole or parts of the voltage drop across the
synchronous reactance.
Fig. 6 illustrates the principle of MERS control in combination with synchronous generator (generator
parameters used are the same as for experimental set-up). The left part shows the resulting phasor
diagrams for the case without MERS and with two different MERS controls. For the case without the
MERS, it is clear that there is a substantial voltage drop due to the synchronous reactance, especially for
increasing currents. One suggested use of MERS is to control the generator voltage to 1 per unit (constant
voltage control). This means that only parts of the voltage drop across the synchronous reactance is
cancelled. Another method is to control the current such that it is oriented according to the internal
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Figure 6: Illustration of principle when using MERS to improve the output power capability of synchronous
generators.

generator voltage, E. This results in maximum power capability for a given output current(maximum
power control). However, the result is a higher terminal voltage with possible need for special design.
The right part of Fig. 6 compares the three cases for different currents and keeping constant no load
excitation. When analyzing the steady state power capability, the current is not allowed to exceed the
rated current. With this constraint, the maximum power capability is increased with around 40 percent
for the case with MERS and constant voltage control, and with around 48 percent for the case with
maximum power control. The maximum power output for the case without MERS occurs before rated
current is reached. On the other hand, by increasing the current above rated current and by using MERS
control, the output power can be further increased. Based on this, the MERS can be said to be able to
increase the short term over-load capacity of the generator substantially and well above the steady state
power capacity.
Some experiments were conducted in order to verify the output power improvements by using MERS.
The set-up is shown in Fig. 7 , and constant voltage control of the MERS was used. The excitation was
adjusted during no-load such that rated voltage was achieved. After this, constant excitation current was
kept. The purpose using constant excitation was to imitate the characteristics of a permanent magnet
generator. As a result, the voltage at rated current with no MERS is reduced as well as the power rating
of the generator.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8. Due to the use of a diode bridge as an active load, there is
substantial distortion in the waveforms. The right part of the figure summarizes the results for the case
with and without MERS. The case with MERS shows output power improvements of around 34 percent
compared to the case without MERS.
The estimated values shown in Fig. 8 are based on ideal conditions with pure sinusoidal waveforms
and only considering the synchronous reactance. In the real case, the waveforms are distorted due to the
diode bridge. Additionally, a dc-current excitation type synchronous generator was used. Due to the field
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Figure 7: Configuration of experiment performed with synchronous generator and MERS.

Figure 8: Experimental results with synchronous generator, MERS and diode load. Left side shows time trends,
while the right side shows results when applying different sized dc-currents at the dc-load.

windings, the transient reactance will be smaller than the synchronous reactance. These two factors are
believed to be the reason for the deviation between the estimated and actual experimental data.
Characteristics when using the MERS for power capability improvements of synchronous generators can
be summarized as:
• The steady state power capability is increased by canceling parts or all of the voltage drop across
the synchronous reactance in cases with constant field excitation (e.g. permanent magnet generators)
• The short term power capability can be increased substantially.
• Difference in power capability improvement resulting from MERS control with constant generator
voltage control or maximum power control is not large.
• Maximum power control of MERS results in increased generator terminal voltage, meaning constant generator voltage control might be an attractive solution.
• The capability of the MERS to operate during variable frequency makes the configuration especially suited for applications such as wind power generators.

Series compensation in transmission systems
Series compensation is typically used to improve the transmission capacity and to control the flow of
power in the case of parallel transmission paths. Series compensation have a long history in transmission
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Figure 9: Configuration of experimental set-up used to study the use of MERS for controlling the power flow in
transmission systems.

Figure 10: Experimental results when using MERS as a power flow controller. The left part shows the response
when changing the minimum capacitor and by-pass length set-points. The right part shows the resulting loop
current when changing the size of the injected series voltage.

systems since the first series capacitor installation at Ballston in 1928 [6]. The shaft failure at Mohave
power station in 1970 gave awareness of the problem with sub-synchronous resonance [7]. Due to the
limitation of series capacitors, new power electronics based technologies were developed and are referred
to as Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) controllers [8].
MERS has been suggested as a new series FACTS controller [9]. The configuration shown in Fig. 9 is
used to investigate the behavior of the MERS. In the case of load control, the MERS is operated to control
the phase of the injected voltage of the phase of the current. When being used in power transmission,
it is more important to control the size of the injected series voltage since this has a direct influence on
the flow of power. Control of the size of the MERS voltage is performed by controlling the minimum
capacitor voltage and the length of the by-pass period [9], by utilizing the active by-pass type of control
(Fig. 2). In order to perform this control, it is necessary to have phase information of the current as well
as direct measurement of the capacitor voltage. This leads to some more complexity compared to the
load control applications.
Experimental results for the transmission system application are shown in Fig. 10. The left part shows
the response with a step in set-point to the controller. It can be found that the new minimum capacitor
voltage set-point is quickly reached. It takes approximately 2 cycles before the injected series voltage
stabilizes. This is due to the MERS having similar characteristics to a series connection of a voltage
source and a capacitor [9]. The right part of the figure shows the steady state loop current flow for
various injected series voltages. Three different power source voltages were applied, leading to different
resulting current for a given series voltage. By adjusting the size of the MERS series voltage, the flow of
power can be controlled.
Important characteristics when using the MERS as a power flow controller are:
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• Large operating range, being able to inject up to rated series voltage also for low currents. This is
the same capacitive voltage range as for the Static Synchronous Series Compensator, by using a
simpler configuration.
• Line frequency switching is used, meaning high power semiconductors based on Gate Turn-off
Thyristor technology can be used.
• Promising sub-synchronous characteristics, mainly acting as resistor for sub-harmonic frequencies [10].
• Potential for simple over-current protection by quickly entering parallel by-pass mode without
destructive GTO turn-offs [11].

Discussion
Three different application areas of the MERS have been discussed. Firstly, series compensation has
been shown to be a possible solution for load control concerning both voltage control and power factor
correction. The suggested load control method controls the phase of the current into the lead area. This
means reactive power is fed into the grid from the load. On one side, this is a benefit since most loads
consume reactive power and local supply of reactive power can reduce transport of reactive power and
resulting grid losses. On the other hand, if the load in an area is dominated by reactive power producing
loads, care must be taken to make sure grid voltages are kept within their limits. Load control with series
compensation means that the frequency can not be controlled and the application range becomes less
than that of converter solutions. Applications such as fluorescent lamp intensity control seem promising,
where MERS offers a simpler solution than that of the high frequency converter configurations.
Permanent magnet generators are getting more common with price reduction on permanent magnets as
well as the coming of slow rotating generator applications such as in the area of wind power. Due to
the inability to control the field excitation of these generators, the maximum output power is limited.
MERS has been shown to be a possible solution to improve the output power. In principle a fixed
series capacitor could be used to cancel half of the synchronous reactance of the generator and result in
similar characteristics. Due to the resonance characteristics of the fixed series capacitor in series with an
inductance, potential stability problems might occur; however, this has not been investigated in detail. If
the generator system shall be able to operate during variable frequency, the use of fixed series capacitors
is difficult due to the changing reactance of the capacitor. Additional, having a variable compensation
device means that the power going out of the generator can be actively controlled.
Fixed series capacitor has been used for many years in transmission systems and this is likely to continue.
MERS is suggested as a new series FACTS device and is in this respect one of many technologies. Work
is currently in progress to compare the MERS technology to the existing technologies.

Conclusion
The Magnetic Energy Recovery Switch(MERS) has been shown to be a possible solution for low power
to high power applications. The size of the injected series voltage can with simple control be controlled
from zero to rated voltage within the current rating of the device. Load control application seems promising for cases where control of the frequency is not a necessity, such as for fluorescent lamps. By using
MERS in series with permanent magnet generators can the output power capability of the machine be
increased. At the high power end, can the power flow be controlled and increased by using MERS
for series compensation in transmission systems. In summary, the paper suggests a wider use of series
compensation in electrical systems.
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